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Abstract

Background: The accurate sensing and display of the delicate needle‐tissue inter-

action force to the operator is desirable for needle insertion procedures. It not only

plays a significant role in the surgical treatment effect, but also has a great signif-

icance in improving surgical safety and reducing the incidence of complications.

However, the direct detection of the interaction force between the tissue and

needle tip by placement of a force sensor is challenging owing to the constraints of

miniaturisation, cost, and sterilisation.

Methods: In this study, a new position‐based force‐to‐motion controller with

magnified force feedback is presented to provide augmented force perception to

the operator during needle insertion on the soft tissue. Furthermore, the demon-

stration to the position‐based low level motion controller is more suitable for

needle insertion surgical requirements in the cooperative robotic system.

Results: The proposed controller was experimentally validated by a collaborative

lumbar puncture robotics system. Additionally, to provide hand tremor rejection for

the stable manipulation of the puncture needle, it was demonstrated that the

proposed amplified feedback force controller allowed a safer object interaction with

the robotic needle insertion assistance.

Conclusions: The results of the experiment show that a desirable interaction force

profile is perceived by the operator during the overall insertion task operation. The

admittance gain for the simplified admittance controller has a significant impact on

the operator's ability to accurately control the applied force.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

ROBOTIC technology has been adopted rapidly in hospitals world-

wide over the past decades. A wide range of surgical procedures are

now performed by robot‐assisted systems. The introduction of robotic

technology both affects the patient's treatment outcomes and sur-

geon's manipulation experiences. Robot‐assisted systems facilitate

the performance of surgical procedures by enhancing the tool tip

precision and reducing hand tremor during delicate surgery ma-

noeuvres.1 Because the autonomous surgical robot system is far from

being approved for clinical use and replacing surgeons, most robot‐
assisted systems developed worldwide belong to non‐autonomous

systems.2,3 Presently non‐autonomous surgical robot systems can be

classified into two categories, tele‐manipulated and collaborative,
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according to the distance between the patients and clinicians. The first

group, master slave teleoperation configuration, executes specific

surgical tasks to reproduce the remote or actual surgeon's hand mo-

tion with deep intervention of the practitioner. Currently, tele‐
manipulation surgical robots have emerged as the most clinically

ready configuration for minimally invasive surgery, such as the da

Vinci surgical robot system.4 Collaborative or hands‐on robots, on the

other hand, share the same working space and control of the surgical

tool with the surgeon and aim to manually guide the surgical in-

struments the surgeon. In this context, the human operator drives the

tool of the surgical robot towards the target by applying guiding forces

and torques on a handle. Neither the tele‐operated surgical robot

system nor the collaborative robots are developed to replace the

surgeon. Rather, they are intended to augment and improve the per-

formance of medical staff during the execution of surgical tasks that

would not otherwise be physically possible. However, both the tele‐
operated and cooperative surgical robot systems in clinical applica-

tions lack the delicate tool‐tissue interaction force feedback to the

operator. Advancements in the collaborative robot have potentially

increased patient safety by reducing hand tremor and tool precision.

Currently, the collaborative surgical robot system has attracted

considerable attention in clinical applications.5,6

In conventional manual surgery, surgeons rely heavily on the

visual and force feedback they attain when they are manipulating the

surgical tool.7,8 However, the dynamic interaction forces between the

surgical tool and tissue are no longer perceived by the surgeon when

complex robot systems are introduced to the procedure. For a

collaborative surgical robot system, two effective control strategies,

compliance control and the force feedback algorithm, are needed to

guarantee the safe execution of surgical task. One of the main diffi-

culties in delicate surgical tasks lies in controlling the cooperative

manipulators complying with the physician.9 In all surgical applica-

tions, it is paramount to reliably control the tool‐tissue interaction

forces within a safe range, where the surgeon still retains full control

of the operation. To address the compliance issue in collaborative

configuration, various control algorithms have been proposed in the

literature.

Active compliance control methods, such as impedance and

admittance control, are widely used in robot‐assisted systems both in

the medical community10,11 and industrial applications.12 Both con-

trol methods allow the implementation of a desired dynamic behav-

iour between external forces and the robot motion depending on the

causality of the controller. An impedance robot‐assisted system

measures motion and displays force, whereas an admittance type

robotic system measures force and displays motion.9 One of the key

features of such schemes is that the control transitions between the

contact and non‐contact is not required compared with the hybrid

position‐force control.

In recent years, admittance control has become a standard

approach for physical human‐robot interaction applications.13–15

Collaborative robotic systems based on admittance control have

been proved to be the most efficient control method in highly

demanding surgical procedures. In Reference16 a variable Cartesian

impedance strategy based on the interpretation of the operator's

intentions was proposed to ensure the best performance of the

redundant robot. To enable stable and low effort manipulation on a

robot, the admittance gains are adjusted online by the measurement

of the environment stiffness.17 To maintaining the system passivity,

Landi et al.18 presented a passivity‐framework for adapting the pa-

rameters of the admittance control in physical human‐robot inter-

action. In Sharkawy et al.19 proposed a variable admittance controller

for human‐robot cooperation based on feedforward neural network

training. To offer robust system stability and improve system trans-

parency, a fractional order admittance controller was proposed by

Aydin et al. in.20 The experimental results showed that the operator

manipulation effort could be reduced significantly. In Kang et al.21 a

variable admittance controller for physical human‐robot interaction

was proposed to achieve intuitive control of the robot based on

operator intention recognition. A variable admittance controller is

proposed in Bazzi et al.22 to help the operator in directing the hand‐
guiding robot towards a predefined goal position.

Generally, a lower level closed‐loop controller is required to set

the system output on the reference input generated by the admit-

tance controller in a human‐robot cooperation system. Although the

admittance control can improve the performance of the physical

human‐robot interaction, the method does not guarantee operational

security in medical applications because it can only regulate the

interaction force without constraining the end tool position of the

surgical robot.22,23 Consequently, the precise estimation of the po-

sition of the end tool inside the patient's tissue becomes difficult.

Furthermore, for the traditional admittance‐type collaborative sur-

gical robot system, sensing the delicate tool‐tissue interaction force

by the operator from the handle of the assisted robot is almost

impossible because the small force variations at the tool tip are

masked by the relatively large friction force between the tool shaft

and surrounding tissue.24

Based on the abovementioned discussion, in this article, a force

augmentation algorithm and soft saturation function are jointly

designed to guarantee the lumbar puncture robot end‐effector within

the constrained task space. An admittance‐based controller for

physical human‐robot interaction is designed to solve the un-

certainties in dynamics. Additionally, the proposed controller can

guarantees the end‐effector of the lumbar puncture robot in the

constrained task space and improves the compliance of the robot‐
environment interaction. To the best of our knowledge, there is no

report on a provably asymptotically stable delicate force amplifica-

tion controller for robot‐assisted needle insertion systems in previ-

ous literature. This study attempts to fill this lacuna by proposing a

new puncture force augmentation controller for the collaborative

surgical robot which guarantees exact force trajectory tracking under

the position‐based admittance controller. Compared with existing

works, the main contributions of this paper include the following.

1) This study explicitly considers the scaling factor that describes

the relationship between the human applied force of the end‐
effector and the corresponding tool‐environment interaction
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force, because many surgical applications that require a high

degree of precision also require magnification of the workspace.

Experiments are conducted to determine the effects of the

admittance gain, velocity, and scale factor on human force

control.

2) We prove that the velocity‐control relative accuracy and preci-

sion both deteriorate as either the velocity or applied force

become very low. The results will be valuable in the design of

admittance‐type surgical robot systems, particularly those

implementing force gain scheduling, which aim to balance be-

tween precision and efficiency in medical applications.

3) We report that admittance gain is for the simplified admittance

controller and has a significant influence on the operator's ability

to precisely control the applied force. There is a tradeoff between

the force control accuracy and operator's fatigue for optimal task

performance.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 explains

the preliminaries and problem formulation. Section 3 describes the

control architecture of the cooperative surgical robot system. Sec-

tion 4 presents the stability analysis of the admittance controlled

system. Section 5 details the force amplification algorithm for the

lumbar puncture robotic system. In Section 6, the applicability of

the approach in a real manual guidance scenario and the analysis of

the experimental results are presented. Section 7 concludes and

summarises the results.

2 | PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM
FORMULATION

2.1 | Problem formulation

For a collaborative surgical robot system in a constrained task space,

the motion of the robot should comply well with the human operator

input force, excessive interaction force between the human operator

and manipulator should be avoided to reduce uncomfortable feelings

for the operator. Additionally, safety during the collaborative surgical

manipulation should be ensured to avoid unexpected damage to the

target tissue. Our control objective is to design a controller for the

surgical manipulator that can track the desired force profile and

simultaneously guarantee that the desired admittance relationship of

the surgical manipulator can be achieved under the proposed

controller.

2.2 | System modelling of surgical robot

The collaborative lumbar puncture robot system was a four degree of

freedom robot developed at the Shanghai Jiao Tong University for

medical needle insertion applications.25–28 The dynamic model of the

surgical robot in the joint space is of the form:

MðqÞ€qþ Cðq; _qÞ _qþ gðqÞ þ τf ¼ τc þ JTðqÞfext ð1Þ

where q ∈ ℝn, with n¼ 4, is the vector of the joint variables, _q; €q ∈ ℝn

are the velocity and acceleration of the joint angles, MðqÞ denotes the

inertia matrix, Cðq; _qÞ _q is the vector of the Coriolis/centrifugal tor-

ques, gðqÞ is the vector of the gravitational torques, τf is the vector of

the joint friction torques, τc denotes the control input to the robot

actuators, JðqÞ is the robot Jacobian, and τext ¼ JTðqÞfext denotes the

joint torque resulting from the external force and torque fext applied

to the robot. Here, fext can be classified into two types, one is the

external active applied force by the operator fh, and the other is the

passive applied external force from the interaction of the environ-

ment with the puncture needle fn.

To design the admittance control algorithm, it is useful to derive

the surgical robot dynamics in the operational space. To design a

task‐space control law, we first need the relationship between the

joint angles q ∈ ℝn and the end‐effector position x ∈ ℝm of the robotic

system,

x¼ fðqÞ; q¼ f−1
ðxÞ ð2Þ

where fð⋅Þ : ℝn → ℝm is the forward kinematics of the surgical robot,

and f−1
ð⋅Þ : ℝm → ℝn is the inverse kinematics. Here, the inverse ki-

nematics solution f−1
ð⋅Þ of the surgical robot is feasible because the

joint space degree of freedom is equal to the task space degree of

freedom, that is n¼m. The velocity kinematics is expressed as

_x¼
∂fðqÞ
∂q

_q¼ JðqÞ _q ð3Þ

where JðqÞ ∈ ℝn�m denotes the Jacobian matrix in the robotic system.

Based on inverse kinematics, the joint velocity _q and acceleration €q

can be calculated as follows:

(
_q¼ J†ðqÞ _x
€q¼ _J†ðqÞ _xþ J†ðqÞ€x

ð4Þ

where x¼ ½x1; x2; :::; xn�
T is the position vector of the tool for the

manipulator in the task space, and the Moore‐Penrose pseudo in-

verse Jacobian matrix J† is the dynamically consistent generalised

inverse of kinematics JðqÞ, defined as:

J† ¼M−1JT
�
JM−1JT

�−1
¼ JT

�
JJT
�−1

ð5Þ

Then substituting Equation (4) into dynamic model (Equation 1),

the dynamics of the robot in the task space is obtained as follows:

ΛðqÞ€xþΨðq; _qÞ _xþ fgðqÞ þ ffðqÞ ¼ fc þ fext ð6Þ

where ΛðqÞ ¼ J†TðqÞMðqÞJ†ðqÞ is the inertia matrix of the robot,

hereafter denoted as the apparent inertia, where Ψ _x¼ Λ
�
JM−1C − _J

�
_q, fg ¼ J

†Tg, ff ¼ J
†Tτf and fc ¼ J†Tτc are the forces, re-

flected at the end‐effector of the robot, corresponding to the non‐
inertial joint torques in (Equation 1).
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3 | CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

In this collaborative lumbar puncture robotic system, we assume that

there are physical interactions between the operator, surgical robot,

and object environment. The human operator interacts with the

surgical robot by moving the handle along arbitrary trajectories.

During the cooperation condition, the operator applies a guiding

force fh through the handle to the surgical robot to move the needle

of the lumbar puncture robot at a desired velocity _xr . The guiding

force fh is measured by the force sensor fixed on the handle of the

robot.

When the end‐effector of the surgical robot interacts with the

object, the resultant interaction force fn is measured by a force

sensor attached to the needle holder of the robot. This sensed

guiding force signal is filtered by a low pass filter HðsÞ, and then sent

to the admittance controller YðsÞ as the input signal. The control

strategy is designed to perform tasks in cooperation with the oper-

ators. Generally, it is more natural to use admittance control when

the robots are utilised in human hands‐on guiding surgical tasks. The

power transmission trains of such robotic systems often feature

significant joint friction and are non‐backdrivable.

In such a surgical robot system, it is assumed that only forces can

be applied to the robot. The lower level motion controller of the

lumbar puncture robot system is robust to the external interaction

force from the environment acting on the needle tip and it is assumed

that the movement of the surgical manipulator is not significantly

affected by these external applied forces. The admittance control

architecture implemented in this study is shown by Figure 1.

3.1 | Inner motion control loop

As shown by Figure 1, in the admittance control, the robot is motion‐
controlled and behaves as mechanical impedance. Practically, a lower

level closed‐loop motion controller is designed to set the robot sys-

tem to track the reference input generated by the admit-

tance controller. This lower level motion servo controller can be

categorised into two types: velocity‐based servo controller and

position‐based servo controller:

3.1.1 | Inner velocity‐based servo control loop

This controller guarantees asymptotically exact position and veloc-

ity tracking for all position trajectories for the non‐contact robot

motion. The most commonly used inner velocity controller in

literature includes the proportional or proportional‐integral velocity

control methods. Under an inner loop proportional velocity control

law,

fc ¼ kdΔ _x ð7Þ

where Δ _xðtÞ ¼ _xrðtÞ − _xðtÞ is the velocity tracking error.

3.1.2 | Inner position‐based servo control loop

The inner position closed control loop is used to follow a desired

position and velocity. The position controller is more intuitive

when considering the dynamic interaction between the robot end‐
effector and environment. The proportional‐derivative control law

is written as

fc ¼ kpΔxþ kdΔ _x ð8Þ

where ΔxðtÞ ¼ xrðtÞ − xðtÞ is the position tracking error.

3.2 | Outer force control loop

The second basic component of the admittance controller shown in

Figure 1 is the transformation of the human guiding force into a

desired position or velocity trajectories. In practice, two types of

admittance controllers in the literature: simplified admittance

controller, and normal admittance controller.

F I GUR E 1 Control algorithm of the admittance control for the collaborative lumbar puncture robot system with underlying motion

controller. The human operator's input force to the admittance controller provides the reference motion which is the lower level motion‐
controlled robot must follow
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3.2.1 | Simplified admittance controller

The common type of admittance control is proportional to the ve-

locity control,29 where the admittance of the robot is reduced to a

simple gain Ka, which makes the robot velocity output linearly pro-

portional to the human applied force.

_xr ¼ Kafext ð9Þ

where Ka is a constant admittance gain, and the control law theo-

retically behaves like a massless viscous damper. This simplified

controller has been widely used on surgical robot systems, such as

the Steady Hand Robot1,30 and SHER.2,5,31

3.2.2 | Normal admittance controller

Typically, the normal admittance model implemented in the literature

is of the form

md

�

€xr − €x0

�

þ bdð _xr − _x0Þ þ kdðxr − x0Þ ¼ fext ð10Þ

where md; bd; and kd are positive constant values, which represents

the desired mass, damping, and stiffness specified by the designer,

respectively. Additionally, €x0; _x0; and x0 represent the equilibrium

acceleration, velocity and position, respectively. €xr; _xr; and xr are the

virtual desired acceleration, velocity, and trajectory obtained from

the external applied force fext, respectively.

In specific situations, such as when the robot is guided by a hu-

man operator, the input to the robot system comes from the physical

human robot interaction. A spring type effect is not preferred for

collaborative tasks because it forces the robot end‐effector to return

to the equilibrium position. This condition is not desirable for robot‐
assisted lumbar puncture surgery. Consequently, the virtual desired

stiffness kd and virtual equilibrium position x0 are set to zero. Finally,

we aim at controlling the surgical robot to behave according to the

following desired behaviour:

md€xr þ bd _xr ¼ fext ð11Þ

Taking the Laplace transform for the above equation, yields

_XrðsÞ ¼
FextðsÞ

mdsþ bd
ð12Þ

where _XrðsÞ and FextðsÞ are Laplace transforms of _xrðtÞ and fextðtÞ, and s

is the Laplace variable.

4 | STABILITY ANALYSIS

The surgical robot system should be stable in spite of the variation of

the external environment, while helping the surgeon to achieve a

high surgical task performance. The stability requirement is one of

the key aspects of robotic applications, especially in the surgical

manipulation domain, where it implies inherent safety for both the

patient and surgeon.32 The impedance variation both in the envi-

ronment and human operator are the two main factors affecting the

stability of the coupled system.

To express how well the robot‐assisted lumbar puncture system

performs, the sensitivity function SðsÞ is defined as the metric of the

system stability. This sensitivity function expresses the sensitivity of

the closed human‐robot coupled system to small perturbations of

human environment dynamics.33 For the lumbar puncture robotic

control system shown in Figure 2, the sensitivity transfer function is

defined as

SðsÞ ¼
1

LðsÞ þ 1
ð13Þ

where LðsÞ ¼ GðsÞYðsÞHðsÞZeqðsÞ denotes the loop transfer function of

the cooperation system, GðsÞ is the linear time invariant model of the

lumbar puncture robot, YðsÞ is the model of the admittance

controller, HðsÞ is the model of a low pass filter to attenuate the noise

in external applied force measurements, and ZeqðsÞ models the

equivalent impedance of the lumbar tissue and human operator.

During the needle insertion operation, it is assumed that operator

grasps the handle of the robot to guide the needle and puncture the

patient's tissue. Consequently, the impedance of the human operator

and objective environment are assumed to be coupled, which results

in ZeqðsÞ ¼ ZhðsÞ þ ZeðsÞ.

In spired by,34 a cost function to quantify the system stability is

defined as

η¼
1

maxðjSðsÞjÞ
ð14Þ

where maxðjSðsÞjÞ denotes the maximum magnitude of the loop

sensitivity function of the lumbar puncture robotic system. The sta-

bility map used to characterise the stability of the collaborative

lumbar puncture robot system for different controller parameters is

shown by Figure 2. It is constructed to evaluate the effect of

admittance parameters to changes in the equivalent human‐tissue

coupled impedance ZeqðsÞ. The range of mass meq, damping beq and

stiffness keq of the human arm used for the graphical representation

of the stability are taken as meq ¼ 0� 5 kg, beq ¼ 0� 41 Ns=m, and

keq ¼ 0� 401 N=m. As shown in Figure 2, as the system mass in-

creases, the damping of the system should be increased to stabilise

the cooperative surgical robot system.

5 | FORCE AMPLIFICATION ALGORITHM

5.1 | Impedance‐filtered amplification algorithm

During the needle insertion operation, the displacement is decreased

at the needle tip for safety consideration and increased manipulation

precision. From the operator side, the puncture force between the
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needle and human tissue should be amplified and displayed to the

surgeon.

From the control point of view, there are two types of solutions

to satisfy the above requirements. The first one is the implicit force

trajectory tracking controller which utilises the admittance with the

error between the command and measured interaction forces.

However, some practical problems should be addressed with the

implementation of the implicit force trajectory tracking algorithm.

One of the main problems that need to be resolved is the typically

noisy force signals measured both from the handle and needle force

sensors. The derivation and subtraction of the measured force signals

are therefore not desirable, especially when the noisy needle inter-

action forces are amplified.

In this study, the impedance‐filtered method34 was implemented

to set the desired needle position xrðtÞ

xrðtÞ ¼
Z t

0
epðtÞdt ð15Þ

where epðtÞ ¼ α _xhðtÞ − β _xnðtÞ is the velocity tracking error between

the amplified impedance‐filtered human velocity and needle velocity,

respectively. Additionally, α and β are constant positive gains to

amplify the filtered desired velocities.

F I GUR E 2 Stability map of the lumbar puncture robot system with different control parameters. (A) meq ¼ 0kg, beq ¼ 0Ns=m,

keq ¼ 401 N=m,(B) meq ¼ 0 kg, beq ¼ 41Ns=m, keq ¼ 401N=m,(C) meq ¼ 5kg, beq ¼ 0Ns=m, keq ¼ 401N=m, (D) meq ¼ 5kg beq ¼ 41Ns=m keq ¼ 401N=m
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The noisy input force fhðtÞ applied by the human operator is

filtered by the impedance regulator ZhðtÞ, which transforms the noisy

force signal into a clean desired velocity _xhðtÞ.

The expression in the complex frequency domain is given by

_XhðsÞ ¼
FhðsÞ
ZhðsÞ

ð16Þ

where _XhðsÞ and FhðsÞ are the Laplace transforms of _xhðtÞ and fhðtÞ,

and s is the Laplace variable.

Similarly, the desired velocity _xnðtÞ obtained from the filtered

environment interaction force fnðtÞ in complex frequency domain is

given by

_XnðsÞ ¼
FnðsÞ
ZnðsÞ

ð17Þ

where _XnðsÞ and FnðsÞ are the Laplace transforms of _xnðtÞ and fnðtÞ,

and s is the Laplace variable.

5.2 | Model analysis

Considering a steady‐state (constant desired velocity) motion, which

is usually performed during lumbar puncture needle insertion pro-

cedures, the value of the velocity tracking error epðtÞ is then equal to

zero,

α _xhðtÞ − β _xnðtÞ ¼ 0 ð18Þ

The impedance regulators ZhðtÞ and ZnðtÞ are all in a form similar

to Equation (11); both the impedance models have the same pa-

rameters behaving similarly in the operation process,

ZiðsÞ ¼misþ bi ð19Þ

where i¼ h; n stands for the filter impedance on the operator and

puncture needle side, respectively.

To achieve stable surgical manipulation, the impedance param-

eters in both the operator and needle tip sides should be as small as

possible. The virtual damping parameter bi plays a key role in the

response magnitude of the steady state, and the ratio of the inertia

over the damping mi=bi defines the surgical robot system response

time. We know that the frequency range of voluntary human

movements during cooperative surgical operations is approximately

2 Hz.34 When the damping coefficient bi is selected as a very small

value, the inertia should also be as small as possible to keep the ratio

mi=bi constant. Here, we assume the inertia is a very small value

which can be neglected. Substituting Equation (19) into Equa-

tion (18), and setting the damping parameters are the same

b¼ bh ¼ bn , the following relationship can be obtained,

fnðtÞ ¼
α
β
fhðtÞ ð20Þ

The forces applied to the lumbar puncture needle during the

insertion operation is shown by Figure 3. The collaborative surgical

robot system is equipped with two commercially available force

sensors to detect the needle tip cutting force fnðtÞ and operator's

guiding force fhðtÞ. Considering the steady‐state motion during the

surgical operation again, it is possible to obtaining the force balance

equation on the lumbar puncture needle, as shown in Figure 4.

6 | EXPERIMENT

6.1 | Experimental setup

The admittance controller proposed above was validated experi-

mentally using the collaborative lumbar puncture robot system. The

experimental setup is shown in Figure 5. It was a four degree of

freedom robot developed at the Shanghai Jiao Tong University for

medical application25–28 For the experiments reported in this section,

all the joints of the robot, except one degree of freedom of the

handle‐needle linear stage, were immobilised. The active linear joint

was powered by an 18‐V brushed dc motor (Model DCX22L GB KL,

Maxon motor Inc.) which interfaced with individual controllers (ADS

50/5, Maxon Motor Inc.). The dc motor is connected through a

planetary gearhead GPX22 A (5.3:1 reduction). The linear joint was

equipped with an encoder (ENX16 EASY) with a resolution of 4000

counts per revolution resulting in a linear position resolution of 0.5

μm per encoder count. The control algorithm is developed using RT‐
Linux and is implemented on a real‐time operating computer with a

sampling time of 1 ms.

Because both the free space and constrained motions are very

important during the needle insertion operation, the experiment

F I GUR E 3 Overview of the lumbar puncture robot system.
Two force sensors are used to sense the applied force by operator
and external interaction force with tissue. A servo dc motor is

utilised to drive the motion of the whole robotic system

F I GUR E 4 Forces simultaneously acting on the lumbar
puncture needle
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section of this study focuses on both the system performance of the

free motion and constrained situation. The following two system

properties will be verified in the collaborative lumbar puncture ro-

botic system to ensure stable manipulation with low effort, namely:

(i) position and velocity tracking performance of the needle tip during

operation, (ii) scaled force tracking during the constrained motion.

The motion and force tracking performance of the controller pre-

sented in this study will be validated with the experiments described

in the following sections.

6.2 | Free motion tracking for low and high
admittances

To assess the motion and force tracking performances of the lumbar

puncture robot system, two tests were conducted with different sets

of parameters, namely, desired damping and inertia. The first

experiment consists of the pursuit of an approximately sinusoidal

signal in free motion which is manually generated by a human

operator with low admittance parameters. Figure 6 shows more de-

tails of the system response, such as the responding velocity and

position, with low admittance parameters (md ¼ 0:002 kg, and

bd ¼ 0:002 Ns=m). The inner velocity‐based servo controller, defined

in (Equation 7), is implemented in the lumbar puncture robotic sys-

tem. The stable position and velocity tracking performances are

achieved. As shown by Figure 6B, the velocity has a small tracking

error for the sub‐level velocity controller. However, there is a rela-

tively larger position tracking error between the desired position

produced by the operator and the actual needle tip position, as

shown in Figure 6A. The position and velocity tracking error between

the output of the controller and needle tip output is shown in

Figure 6C. From the experimental results, it can be clearly observed

that the velocity tracking error is relatively smaller than the one in

the position tracking as the only proportional velocity controller

utilized in the robotic system.

The second experiment was carried out with a high admittance

situation under the same control parameters for the sub‐level motion

controller (md ¼ 0:01 kg, and bd ¼ 0:03 Ns=m) under free motion.

Figure 7 shows the details of the lumbar puncture robotic system

response in the corresponding position and velocity tracking. With

high admittance parameters, as shown in Figure 7A, the needle tip of

the robotic system can follow the desired position of the admittance

controller. As shown in Figure 7B,C, the increased admittance

parameter results in an improvement of the velocity tracking accu-

racy. Therefore, it can be used to prove that the precision motion of

the assisted robot can be effectively controlled with high the

admittance parameters of the robot.

6.3 | Position‐based vs velocity‐based low level
controller

The adaptation of the surgical robot to the operator characteristics is

the necessary condition for a collaborative human‐robot interaction

with high transparency. The most commonly used method to satisfy

this condition is the position‐based admittance controller. However,

F I GUR E 5 Setup of the lumbar puncture task on the phantom
human tissue by collaborative surgical robot system

F I GUR E 6 Experimental results of fast free motion using

normal admittance control algorithm with lower level proportional
velocity controller (B = 0.002 Ns/m, M = 0.002 kg). (A) position
tracking with much more tracking error, (B) Velocity tracking with
small tracking error, (C) Velocity and position tracking error
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the admittance controller with the inner velocity motion control is

also well known in the human‐robot cooperation system. From the

operator's manipulation feeling point of view, the actual difference

between the two types of controller is negligible for the human‐robot

cooperation system with low joint friction. For the lumbar puncture

robot system utilised in this study, which exhibits significant friction

in its linear joints, the maneuverability of the robotic system should

be verified by experiments. Figures 8 and 9 show the experimental

results. The aim of this experiment was to determine the ability of the

position and velocity‐based admittance controllers to make the

lumbar puncture robot behave according to a given set of desired

admittance (md ¼ 0:002 kg, and bd ¼ 0:012 Ns=m).

A human subject was asked to manipulate the handle of the

surgical robot using the two different lower level motion controllers

successively. The manipulation time was recorded from the starting

moment to the stop movement, when the velocity of the needle tip

was zero. The completion time for the manipulation task is the

applied force from the operator exhibiting an inverse relationship

because the high force reduces the time of a task with a relatively

high velocity.

The position tracking performance of the two lower level motion

controllers are shown in Figures 8A and 9A, respectively. Compared

with the velocity‐based admittance controller, a high position tracking

performance is achieved for the system utilising position‐based lower‐
level controller. The two sets of control methods obtained approxi-

mate experimental results in velocity tracking, as shown in Figures 8B

and 9B. The responding applied forces on the robot handle by the

operator are shown in Figures 8C and 9C, respectively. The mean

applied force to the collaborative lumbar puncture robot is approxi-

mately 2N for both the position‐ and velocity‐based low level

controller. From the mean applied force, it can be concluded that the

required human effort during the free needle manipulation is almost

the same for both lower level controllers.

6.4 | Scaled interaction force tracking performance

The second experiment demonstrates how the collaborative robotic

system behaves for a continuous interaction between the free and

the constrained spaces. Firstly, the operator is asked to manipulate

F I GUR E 7 Experimental results of free motion using the
normal admittance control algorithm with proportional velocity
control (B = 0.03 Ns/m, M = 0.01 kg), (A) position tracking,
(B) Velocity tracking, (C) Input force applied by human operator. F I GUR E 8 Experimental results of fast free motion using the

normal admittance control algorithm with lower level proportional
velocity controller (B = 0.012 Ns/m, M = 0.002 kg). (A) position
tracking with large stable tracking error, (B) Velocity tracking with

small tracking error, (C) Input force applied by human operator and
the force applied to the robot end‐effector
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the robot end‐effector in free space. And then the needle‐
environment dynamic interaction is introduced by pushing the nee-

dle to a compliant object. During such interaction period, the

amplification to the needle interaction force is initiated, followed by a

pull back to finally return to a displacement in free space again.

Figure 10 depicts the above mentioned situation with the default

admittance parameters. In this experiment, the inner velocity‐based

controller by (Equation 7) is utilised. The desired and the response

position of the lumbar puncture robot system is shown in Figure 10A.

There is a relatively large position tracking error in between the

desired position and the actual needle position for the lower level

velocity‐based controller. Velocity plots are shown in Figure 10B, and

also there are some noisy signal in the actual response velocity of the

surgical robot, an accurate tracking of the reference velocity result-

ing from the operator's guiding force is achieved. Moreover, the

operator applied force input and the environment force response to

the needle are represented in Figure 10C. A zero needle‐
environment interaction force is obtained in the free motion. On

the contrary, a stable force tracking between the human operator

fhðtÞ and the needle‐environment interaction force fnðtÞ in the con-

strained mode is obtained.

6.5 | Applied force control of simplified admittance
controller

The third experiment is carried out to obtain information specifically

on the operator force control under the simplified admittance control

law (9). Accurate surgical operation is an important goal of the sur-

gical robot system design. This proportional‐velocity control is the

most common and simplest type of admittance control, where the

admittance of the robotic system reduces to a simple admittance gain

Ka. The experiment was performed by right‐handed subjects using

their right hand. The target force value (0.1 N) is provided to the

subject on a computer screen place at a distance of 0.2 m by the

operator. The force applied by operator is displayed on the screen

F I GUR E 9 Experimental results of fast free motion using the
normal admittance control algorithm with lower level PD controller

(B = 0.012 Ns/m, M = 0.002 kg). (A) position tracking with good
tracking results, (B) Velocity tracking with small tracking error,
(C) Input force applied by human operator and the force applied to

the robot end‐effector

F I GUR E 1 0 Experimental results of dynamic interaction with
soft environment using force scaling admittance control algorithm.
Lower level motion controller is proportional velocity control.

(A) Position tracking with large stable tracking error, (B) Velocity
tracking with small tracking error, (C) Input force applied by human
operator and the force applied to the robot end‐effector.
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and the subject is instructed to match the target force and keep the

applied force to the desired value to the best of her/his ability. The

range of admittance gains Ka used in this experiment are 3, 6, 12, 20,

and 30 mm=ðNsÞ, respectively. The experimental results are shown in

Figure 11. These figures show the typical force‐versus‐time and

velocity‐versus‐time responses for a subject each at different values

of the admittance gain Ka .

The results reported in Figure 11A,C,E,H,J indicate that the

ability to control the applied force degrades as we increase the

admittance gain Ka . In this study, we have presented compelling

F I GUR E 1 1 Experimental results of force and velocity tracking performance for simplified admittance controller with different level of

admittance gain Ka. (A, B) force and velocity tracking with Ka ¼ 3 mm=Ns, (C) and (D) force and velocity tracking with Ka ¼ 6 mm=Ns, (E) and
(F) force and velocity tracking with Ka ¼ 12 mm=Ns, (H) and (I) force and velocity tracking with Ka ¼ 20 mm=Ns, (J) and (K) force and velocity
tracking with Ka ¼ 30 mm=Ns
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evidence that the admittance gain has a significant effect on the force

control precision, which correlates with the observations presented

by Nambi et al.35 At higher values of the admittance gain, the force

control precision decreases with the growing Ka.

The velocity tracking performance of the robotic system is

shown in Figure 11B,D,F,I,K. The velocity of the system is increased

with the augmentation of the admittance gain. When the admittance

gain Ka is set as 3 and 6 mm=ðNsÞ, a noticeable vibration is observed

in the actual velocity signal. We observe that at Ka ¼ 20 mm=Ns, the

robotic system exhibits both precise force and velocity tracking

performance. Based on the above experimental results, we could also

conclude that, to obtain the best system performance for an

admittance‐type surgical robot, the admittance gain should be care-

fully selected to consider both the force tracking effect and speed

tracking performance. Consequently, a tradeoff has to be reached

between the applied force control accuracy and operator comfort.

7 | CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, a preliminary feasibility study on the use of an

enhanced position‐based force‐to‐motion controller for coopera-

tively assisted surgical needle‐insertion tasks on soft tissues was

presented. We proposed an approach for the scaling of the needle‐
tissue interaction force to achieve force perception to human op-

erators during needle insertion operations under a robotic needle

assistant equipped with force sensors. The proposed admittance

controller demonstrated comparable performance with respect to

the state‐of‐the‐art admittance schema. It was also shown experi-

mentally that low‐level position control is more appropriate than a

simplified inner velocity‐based admittance controller for the coop-

erative lumbar puncture surgical robot system. In comparison with

the teleoperated surgical robot system, the proposed cooperative

manipulation control scheme allows the operator to manipulate the

same surgical tool that is performing the needle insertion surgery.

We also established that there is a tradeoff between the human

applied force precision and operator fatigue. Future work will focus

on the evaluation of the force augmentation scheme with a pool of

expert surgeons on a realistic lumbar phantom model to exploit the

possibility of realizing safety features for the cooperative lumbar

puncture robot.
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